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of it.   But there the resemblance ended.   For New York
was utterly unlike its legend.
The same, perhaps, is true of most legendary figures.
Lord Tennyson, King Alfred, Pericles, Goethe—how few of
these conformed to their reputed image. Csesar would be a
disappointment; even Macchiavelli was only intermittently
Macchiavellian ; and Napoleon, in a lifetime of unsparing
effort, rarely achieved the Napoleonic. Indeed, at this very
moment, busy (and not too scrupulous) pens point titillating
contrasts between the Fathers of the Republic and their less
paternal moods, while the energies of England's most
ingenious ironist have been required to demonstrate that
the Victorians were in the least Victorian. And places are
no less deceptive. Naples is Neapolitan, perhaps, and
Siena Sienese. But how much of Rome is truly Roman ?
Florence is barely Florentine ; Lucerne is frankly British ;
and Marrakesh, in bold defiance of tradition, festoons her
skyline with unlovely lengths of corrugated iron. For
places, like people, limp far behind their legends. Paris
(and Bismarck) do their best, But Carcassonne cannot
evoke the Middle Ages without the adventitious aid of a
Second Empire restorer; Venice, drowning in her own
lagoons, was rescued by Mr. Ruskin ; and the Renaissance
has quite fled from Blois. London, perhaps, alone (and
Samuel Johnson) correspond with expectation in their
opulent and ramifying solidity. But younger, frailer
growths are more deceptive. Perhaps their mythology is
just a thought too rich: they may grow into it in time.
New York, at any rate, was wholly unlike its legend. One
ought, of course, to be prepared. But then portraits (by
other people) are always so misleading. . . .
The legend is almost painfully familiar, Conceived by
generations of bewildered rustics and imposed upon a docile
world by seas of print and shoals of celluloid, it evokes the
terrifying vision (even poor Henry James had shaken an
uneasy pen over " the terrible town ") of Manhattan, the
devouring city. The Subway seethes; the Elevated roars;

